Five people who partner
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To me, partnership means local people having
control of their own affairs, with the right support
from council when we need it. The council says
community are important – but sometimes it feels
like our relationship focuses on the small things
at the expense of the big things. We’d like to plan
for the future with the council. Nobody knows
what our community needs as well as the
people who live there!

Melinda

Sarah

Chair of a charitable trust board
governing a facility.

Facility planner at Auckland Council.

Facility manager

Sarah is a facility planner in Auckland Council. She’s been
with Council for 15 years already, doing similar roles, and has
lots of experience in the facilities space.
It’s important to Sarah to do a great job. She has huge
commitment and passion, and wants to provide services that
meet the needs and deliver benefits to communities. Jamie
realises though that sometimes an asset is not the solution!
Giving good advice to decision makers around this requires
courage and integrity.

I love my job because it means
I get to work alongside really talented and
committed people in this sector, and help them
develop their ideas into great projects and
programmes. I just wish we had a bit more time
and more budget, so we could boost investment
in our highest performing partners, and better
support those that are struggling.

Sarah’s partnering challenges

Peter’s partnering challenges

Securing
enough funding
to keep going.
Capitalising
on opportunities
to grow.

“We can’t stay connected with everyone
who lives here, to know what they might
need from our facility. It’s easier just to do
what we’ve always done.”

Ruth

it is a challenge to find the right information
at the right time, get a clear steer from
across council, whilst having to manage
diverse relationships and a pipeline of work.

Sector advisor at Auckland Council.
Capitalising on opportunities to grow and
develop the facility, without extra help.

Complying
with rules and
regulations.

...And the constant paperwork and requests
for information. “It’s very time-consuming.
Sometimes we feel like we provide the same
thing over and over, and we’re not even sure
who reads it.”

Positive about the
opportunities for
existing and future
partnerships.

“It’s getting harder to get grants,
and living year to year means we
can’t plan for the long-term.”

Finding board
members with the
right skills.
Getting answers
and action out of
the council.

Understanding
governance.

Ruth is a sector advisor in Auckland Council. Ruth is
passionate about her sector. She is well networked, both
within the local government and across community
organisations. Her portfolio includes 10 different facility
partnerships, 3 of which she recently inherited after a
restructure of her department.
It’s important to Ruth that the community is able to benefit
from and access all that the sector can offer. She realises
that council alone cannot deliver this, and that partner
organisations are often better placed to do so. She also
wants to deliver good value for rate payers’ money.

“It’s a big commitment and we’re all
volunteers. A lot is expected of
small boards like ours, without
a lot of assistance.”

“The staff we work with are spread too thin,
and there’s too many different people to keep
track of who does what. Most aren’t familiar
with the history of our partnership.”

Understanding the board’s
governance role vs. day-to-day
facility management.

Ruth sees some of the partners really
struggle with HR, finance or planning,
but it is not her role to provide that
kind of hands-on support.

Inheriting
‘difficult’
partnerships.

Some legacy partnerships have a history of complex
problems. Due to a lack of handover or proper
documentation, Ruth does not always know the full
back-story. This complexity makes managing them
a potential minefield.

A mismatch
between levels of
funding and
expectations.

Ruth is responsible for partner delivery,
even when the funding allocated was
based on underdeveloped proposals,
with unrealistic outcomes.

Tension between
local aspirations
and regional
strategy.

Sometimes passionate local partners and their communities
would like to expand their remit beyond what is planned
from a city-wide perspective, and this is difficult given
funding constraints. There needs to be a joint
understanding and vision of the future.

e.g. demographic,
cultural,
growth.
Within this context it can also be difficult
translating big picture strategies and plans
to individual site decisions, whilst
maintaining a network perspective. This is
especially so when facility planners don’t
necessarily have in depth knowledge of the
community or place.

Better long term planning, as also looking
more at strategic brokering of non-asset
solutions would help.

Local people really value
community facilities – they’re one
of the most tangible things the
council supports. Some of our
partners have been running on a
shoestring for a long time, and it
doesn’t always feel like they get a
fair deal. I want the board to be able
to make clear commitments, but
the budgeting and proritisation
processes can be very confusing.

The lack of
resources, funding
and time to manage
partnerships
properly.
Ideally Ruth would like to meet with all her
partners quarterly, and attend special
events, community days and openings.
With her current portfolio, this is just
not possible.

Melinda’s partnering challenges

Having to liaise
with multiple
people in council.
Council does
not always have
a clear position
on role and
approach.

The bureaucracy
and ‘hoops’ of
partnering with
council.

Iosefa
Local Board member

for instance around ECE provision.
Clarity on what we do is important
on both an organisational and
team level.

Iosefa is the portfolio holder for sports and recreation for his
Local Board. He heavily involved in the community, through
his local church, sports clubs and his Board work. Iosefa
wants the best for his community.
It’s important to Iosefa that the community gets value for money
from anything council invests in. Some of the existing partnerrun facilities in his area need additional investment, and Iosefa
is keen to get some of the most urgent upgrades started – or
at least in the budget – before the next election. The partner
organisations running the facilities are doing some great work
engaging local people, especially youth, and Iosefa
wants to support them.

Others do not
fully understand
the role of facility
planners.

The funding application process
and reporting requirements seem
disproportionate to the financial
support received.

There has been a lot of
restructuring in this area, and
people are still trying to figure
who does what.

Council’s
resourcing and
processes.

Iosefa really wants to be able to get the ball
rolling on upgrades, but council’s processes
and timeframes are frustrating.

Limited
relationship with
partner boards.

Lack of ability
to influence Asset
Based Funding
(allocations and
low OPEX.

Although Iosefa knows some of the people
running local partnership facilities, he tends
to have more limited contact with their
governance boards. Working together more
closely might help speed things up.

The level of funding available doesn’t
always seem to be related to the
services partner facilities offer, or the
maintenance needs of their buildings,
and the Local Board can’t change this.
Without additional investment some
places will deteriorate further.

Evaluation
of partner
outcomes and
effectiveness
is limited.

Although there are some good programmes
running in partnership facilities, stronger
evidence of success would give the board
confidence and make it easier to make the
case for additional funding.

Lack of
collaboration
between boards.

Some of the facilities are used by people from other board
areas as well. A more strategic approach, and pooling of
funds, could help to increase investment and make sure
that the wider community is well catered for.

Melinda spends a lot of her time finding out
whom to talk to within council – be it about
maintenance issues, graffiti removal, or a
new grant application. This is made more
difficult with the regular re-organisations,
which means that relationships need to
continually be re-established.

Insufficient
clarity around
roles, outcomes,
vision and
expectations.

Melinda is not clear what council’s long term
plan is for the hub, and how it fits within the
wider network of facilities. This limits the
extent to which she can plan and work
towards a joint vision for the future.

Iosefa’s partnering challenges

Council systems,
responsibilities,
communication
and timeframes.

Even working within council,
the systems and processes can
be slow and difficult to navigate.
This leads to frustration and puts
the relationship with partners
under pressure.

Melinda manages a facility which provides a range
of programmes and activities for the people in the
neighbourhood – ranging from dance programmes for
teenagers, to a weekly 65+ coffee morning.
Melinda previously worked in business, but moved into
community development to be more ‘hands on’ and see
the direct impact of her work.
It’s important to Melinda that the community is supported
and empowered. She has a passion for community work,
and goes the extra mile to make things happen.

Keeping
pace with
the changing
environment

The work is quite
reactive, which is
not sustainable.

Ruth’s partnering challenges

The capacity
of partners.

I’m the public face of our centre,
the trouble-shooter, and the engine in
the back-room. There’s never a dull
moment! It can be hard being the interface
between the council, our governance
committee, other staff and the community
– everybody has different priorities and
want different things from me. And I wish
I could spend less time on paperwork!

In the past the council has focused a lot
on building assets and delivering services
ourselves, but there’s been a big shift in thinking.
We need to do more with less, and partnering will
be a key part of that. There’ll be some difficult
choices to make, and we need to give the best
possible advice.

Peter
Peter is the owner of a small private training college
in Botany. He’s married with three adult children,
semi-retired and on the board of two community
organisations. He’s in the local business association
and an avid supporter of the local rugby club.
It’s important to Peter to give back to his local community.
He’s committed to using his business experience and local
networks to ensure the trust retains its independence and
serves its community well. He feels personally responsible
for helping to keep the doors open, and helping make sure
his area ‘gets its fair share of council rates’.

Keeping
in touch with
a changing
community.

Meet five characters - or personas - who are typically
involved in a facility partnership. They're fictional, but their
experiences are based on a range of conversations with real
people. We will create a full set of personas to help us test
our ideas during the next phase of the project. Anything we
produce has to work for the people it's intended for.

Many
partnerships
are legacy
arrangements.

Everybody agrees that the
partnership facilities are a valuable
community asset, but a lack of
clarity around what commitments
were made in the past means
no-one is certain what council
should be paying for and what the
partner was meant to contribute.

Low level of
pay for facility
managers.

Melinda is passionate about her
job, but pay is at administrator
level. It does not reflect the
expertise needed in community
development, networking, finance
and people management.

The relationship
with council can
feel one-sided.

Partners can teach Auckland Council.
They know their communities’ needs and
aspirations, and can see where there is
further potential to improve outcomes. It
is difficult to find a way to share this
knowledge and influence council.

Would welcome
more council
support.

This is not about money,
but advice, mentoring and wider
support. For instance, council
could play a role in facilitating
shared learning and professional
development between other
facility managers.

